Abstract -We present a complete transistor-level layout flow, from logic netlist to final shapes, for blocks of combinational logic up to a few thousand transistors in size. The direct transktor-level attack easily aceohmdates the demands for careful custom sizing necessary in high-speed design, and is also signifcantly denser than a comparable cell-based layout. The key algorithmic innovations are (a) early identification of e ntial diffusion-merged MOS device groups called clusters, but (b) deferred binding of clusters to a specific shape-level layout until the very end of a multi-phase placement strategy. A global placer arranges uncommitted clusters; a detailed placer optimizes clusters at shape level for density and for overall routability. A commercial router completes the flow. Experiments comparing to a commercial standard cell-level layout flow show that, when flattened to transistors, our tool consistently achieves 100% routed layouts that average 23% less area.
Introduction
Standard-cell based design methodologies have dominated layout generation of digital VLSI circuits. Standard cells have several notable virtues: they hide the increasingly unpleasant details of shape-level design rules; they mange IO pins on individual gates in geometrically accessible locations; they assemble with relative ease into row-based blocks; they can be pre-characterized for timing and power. As a result, reseych in layout automation has split into two directions: (a) device-level layout for individual cells; (b) cell-level placement and routing for large digital blocks.
Unfortunately, the growing demands for transparent process portability, increased performance, and low-level device sizing to optimize block timing and power, are not easily handled in a fixed cell library. Libraries need to be large to achieve good logic synthesis results; today's best libraries comprise thousands of cell variants, enough to support multiple drive strengths and powerlspeed trade-offs. As a result, cell libraries cany an enormous inertia that resists porting, custom sizing, etc. This contributes to huge library maintenance costs. We suggest direct transistor-level layout for blocks of digital logic as an alternative that can more easily accommodate the demands for device-level and shape-level flexibility. The recent emergence of efficient, accurate transistor-level timing estimators [5] [16] mitigates the problem of timing characterization. Unfortunately, the layout quality of transistor-level algorithms proposed to date leaves much to be desired. We argue that the essential flaw in these prior attempts is an over-reliance on the methods and assumptions of large-scale cell-based layout algorithms. Individual transis-O-7803-7247-6/01/$10.00 0 2001 IEEE tors may seem simple, but they do not pack as gates do for purposes of optimal layout. Careful inspection of the internal layout of any well-designed library cell will reveal a wealth of shape-level optimizations that each save a bit of area or delay off the overall layout.
These savings may seem negligible, but they are amplified enormously in any layout with thousands of cells. Algorithms that capture some of these geometric tricks usually rely on optimization frameworks that cannot scale beyond a few tens of devices. Algorithms that ignore these shape-level issues and pretend devices can be laid out as if they were gates suffer the consequences when thousands of devices are poorly packed.
In this paper we develop a novel set of algorithms for direct transistor-level layout that capture the essential shape-level optimizations, yet scale easily to netlists with thousands of devices. The key idea is early identification of essential diffusion-merged MOS device groups, and their preservation in an uncommitted geometric form until the very end of detailed placement. Roughly speaking, we extract essential groups early from the transistor-level netlist, place them globally, optimize them locally, and then finally commit each to a specific shape-level form while concurrently optimizing for both density and routability. We use a commercial detailed router to complete our flow. Results to date are encouraging: we can placdroute 2000 devices in about 30 minutes, and we can consistently save 5 3 0 % on area in comparison with a standard commercial cell-based flow. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing transistor-level approaches and also builds the geometric foundation for our layout abstraction. Section 3 gives an overview of our methodology, highlighting its key differences from existing methods. Sections 4,5 8r 6 describe our algorithms in detail. Though our algorithms are circuit-style independent, our current focus is to demonstrate the viability of our approach for series-parallel static-CMOS circuits. We summarize our routing integration in Section 7, and present our experimental setup and results in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 offers concluding remarks.
Background and Previous Approaches
Prior work on transistor-level digital layout focuses on two targets: layout for individual library cells, and layout for larger blocks of arbitrary logic. We briefly look at each of these.
In techniques which generate intra-and inter-cluster layouts in two separate stages can yield layouts that are far from optimal. The concept of geometric options for clusters during final placement (Sadakane [22]) is one we will revisit-though we present a novel scalable formulation. Although HCLIP does explore inter-cluster diffusion merging using a hierarchical ILP formulation, we believe that this must be exploited dynamically, in the context of overall physical placement and routability. Further, the maximum number of transistors that can be handled by any of these methods is about 100 to 200. We aim at circuits that are an order of magnitude larger.
Basaran [I] begins by transferring a MOS circuit into a dt@-sion graph. Formally, this graph has a node for each net and an edge for each MOS device channel. Any trail through the graph identifies a series of devices, all of whose drainhource diffusions may be shared if the devices are placed in a row, in the same order the path visits the edge associated with each device (see Figure 1) In the realm of block-placement at transistor level, Tani, er al. 1251 partition the circuit into sub-circuits using a temporary cell library which they create. Each sub-circuit is a collection of cells in a row. They then optimize each row for one-dimensional placement, They have generated layouts with areas smaller than standard cell-based layouts-but only in an older channel-based routing style. Their saving came from allowing routing over the cell, which is the norm today.
Three recent industrial cell and block synthesis tools address relatedpractical problems. Cellerity [8] employs annealing-based optimization for diffusion abutment, wirelength, channel density and gate alignments during leaf cell synthesis. C5M [2] develops hierarchical row-based macros for static CMOS logic. Schematic partitioning is combined with device-size-tuning and on-the-fly leaf-cell synthesis, accommodating multiple objectives and topdown constraints. However, our method aims to eliminate explicit cell generation. Nevertheless, we note that pin positioning and cell image flexibiiity are crucial to routability. LAS [3] produces flat symbolic layouts at block-level, which are then compacted. A major drawback is the preliminary partitioning into locally optimal clusters which are not thereafter dynamically altered in the context of the overall placement. We have observed empirically in our own tools that dense diffusion merging without careful routability consideration will require excessive white space to accommodate routing. This results in sub-optimal overall layouts.
In the next section, we present our new strategy that overcomes the quality and scalability problems of these previous approaches.
Overall Strategy
Let us start with a fundamental question: in a transistor-level layout tool, what exactly are we placing and routing? Clearly, standard-cells offer a rather coarse abstraction as fundamental units of placement. Individual transistors, on the other hand, tend to be too s d , especially if we want both shape-level optimization (which is very local) and accurate routability prediction (which requires a more global view). As mentioned in the previous section, trails (see Figure I ), which are chains of diffusion-merged transistors, are natural device groupings. In this section we will show that abstracting the netlist as groups of trails, we can effectively support geometric optimization from shape-level up to block-level.
For the static CMOS style, we restrict ourselves to a row-based geometric model that resembles a standard cell-based footprint. As illustrated in Figure 2 , we have two rows of N-type trails altemating with two rows of P-type trails. There are two reasons for this choice: (a) transistors from alternating rows of the same diffusion type can share a common power rail and also the same well region; (b) transistors from neighboring rows of opposite diffusion type can have aligned polysilicon gates.
FIGURE 2. Our Geometric Model
Transistor clustering has been a key step in many prior layout algorithms. However, the aggressive clustering needed to handle flat placement of thousands of devices invariably leads to locallyoptimal, but globally sub-optimal groups that limit the shape-level optimizations we want to explore. We resolve this by initially forming only essential clusters of devices, which are mandatory for the given circuit style. For example, for static CMOS circuits, these are transistors that are strongly connected and constrained to be together due to polysilicon gate-alignment. A cluster is represented as a group of connected transistor trails. In our approach, "global" optimization focuses on these clusters as the atomic units; "detailed" optimization focuses on the trails inside a specific cluster.
Previous approaches to clustering either completely disallowed inter-cluster merges (like standard-cell methods), considered interand intra-cluster merges in two separate stages, or ignored global placementhoutability issues during cluster layout optimizations. The key components of our trail-level approach are as follows:
Minimal Essential Clustering: We initially form essential clusters to meet circuit style-imposed layout restrictions. We keep this minimal for maximum placement flexibility. divide-and-conquer that lets us efficiently compute all feasible trail-level layouts for any cluster (pattern). This is efficient because we only need to compute essential trail formations for a few distinct circuit structures. Global Placement: We find optimal locations for our essential clusters while minimizing overall wirelength and congestion. The clusters, however, are not committed to any fixed layout option (any arrangement of transistor trails) during this phase. Detailed Placement: We next explore dense inter-cluster diffusion merging considering all feasible intra-cluster layout options, in the context of global placement and routability. This is where each cluster is finally bound to a physical shapelevel trail layout. Global routing is updated dynamically during this optimization. To complete the flow, we have integrated a commercial detailed router. We now describe each of these steps in detail.
Essential Clusters and Circuit Structure
Transistor netlists and their corresponding layouts have a significant amount of important local structure. When style-specific circuit constraints are imposed, there are not too many ways in which the transistors can be combined to produce routable layouts. For example, an important requirement for series-parallel static-CMOS circuit layouts is the alignment of polysilicon gates belonging to complementary transistors. Another performance-induced constraint is the level of strapping required on the sourcddrain diffusion nodes. Guan et. al. [6] describe techniques for creating layouts when partiaUfd1 diffusion strapping is required. It turns out that even for the most commonly occurring circuit structures, there may not be several different ways of combining the transistors to form trails while paying attention to these details. For the circuit shown in Figure 4 (a), there is only one such way of combining the transistors so that the resulting placement is routable. For some other simple circuits like that in Figure 4@ ) there are more trail formation options to choose from.
These complementary pairs of trails together form the essential trail clusters that need to be together because of circuit style imposed restrictions. We refer to the corresponding layout options for these clusters as cluster layout options. Notice however that these options are still modest in number (two for the simple NAND example in Figure 4(b) ). Consequently, we argue that the cl9ster layout options should not be discovered on-the-fly, but should instead be dynamically re-arranged during placement.
Further, in large transistor-level netlists, there are often repetitive circuit structures. This is especially true of control logic and data-path circuits that are commonly synthesized by technology mapping to a (sized transistor-level) logic library. Our key idea is to identify these circuit structures bottom-up via pattern matching. We use graph isomorphism techniques for pattern matching. There have been similar approaches to pattern matching in netlist partitioning [20]. We use the Graph-Matcher library 1191. We then determine optimal trail formation options for these circuit structures and store them in a Circuit Structure Library. As shown in Figure 5 , this provides a framework that allows us to use any of the known diffusion graph algorithms or other cell layout synthesis techniques to determine optimal trail options. This results in significant computational savings because we only need to determine optimal options for small, distinct circuit structures in the netlist.
Sadakane [22] uses clusters and template-options for clusters, but their method is extremely time-consuming and handles only up to 80 transistors. This could be attributed to their annealing-based intra-cluster option selection. We describe in the next two sections how we explore inter-cluster diffusion merges between all feasible intra-cluster layout options, exhaustively and deterministically, in the context of global placement and globaUdetailed routability. to partitions based on their quadratic solve-based locations. Varying this Fraction lets us control the emphasis on bipartitioning relative to that on pure quadratic placement. A fraction of about 0.6 to 0.7 gives us good results on average. For bipartitioning, we used hMetis [I 11. As we show later in our results, this gives us excellent control over wiring congestion during global placement.
The final step in our global placement is a phase of simulated annealing [23] for legalization and local minimization of wirelength, congestion and layout row raggedness. Specifically, we perform annealing in the cold regime which favors significant downhill optimization.
Most prior transistor-level placers and essentially all standardcell placers would stop here. These approaches do not permit intercluster merging. This is primarily because denser diffusion merges usually compromise routability. At block-level, standard cell designs are routable at least in part because at transistor level, all the internal sub-nets are fully pre-routed and sufficient pin spacings have been arranged for net accessibility. Because we do not wish to stop here, however, we must take the responsibility for these careful shape-level optimizations This is the purpose of the next phase of placement.
Detailed Placement
At the end of global placement, we have arranged device clusters in rows (see again Figure 2 ), legalized these clusters, and minimized an estimate of wirelength and congestion. However, none of these clusters have been yet committed to a physical trail-level layout. By deferring this binding to a separate placement step, we are able to optimize each cluster carefully against a good global model of both wirelength and congestion. In this section, we discuss how we optimize individual clusters and the boundaries between clusters for density, and for routability. Attention to shape-level routability tums out to be extremely crucial here. We use simple global routing to predict macroscopic routability in this step. We then present a novel technique to generate dense layouts while handling routability considerations. 
Global Placement
The placeable modules here are essential clusters that are not committed to any fixed trail-level layout option. We employ a recursive re-partitioningbased quadratic placement in the style of PROUD [26] . As a convenient simplification during quadratic optimization, we assume the inputloutput pins are located along the boundary of the block. A quadratic solve then gives us initial locations for the clusters. During the partitioning phase, a horizontal (or vertical) cut line is located, via sorting on Y (or X), so that about half the cluster area is on each side of the cut. A physical cutline is then placed at the actual center of the partition. For each partition thus formed, quadratic optimization is carried on, for clusters within the partition, after projecting the coordinates of all clusterdpins outside the partition onto the cutline. Applying this idea recursively (see Figure 6 ). we create a sequence of increasingly smaller (but increasing in number), wide and narrow regions in which we confine and re-place the enclosed modules.
Quadratic solves invariably result in many modules placed very close to the cutline, making it difficult for the partitioning step to make intelligent decisions. GORDIAN [12] introduced the idea of using bipartitioning to resolve which side of the cut these objects should be bound to. Hence, we formulate a similar bipartitioning problem that is allowed to relocate a specified fraction of the clusters on each side of the physical partition, that are near the cutline. This is also shown in Figure 6 . The remaining clusters are assigned 
Intra-Cluster Optimizations
Our essential clusters are typically composed of a few transistor trails. The cluster is "uncommitted"-it has a nominal width in the row, but no specific layout. To create apalette of layout alternatives for a cluster, we must focus carefully on routability of individual trails, and groups of adjacent trails.
To begin, note that a transistor trail is fully routable only if:
All sub-nets internal to the trail have enough space to be completely routed within the trail. All nets connecting to the outside have enough space to exit from the trail through pin escapes. Figure 7 illustrates this for a simple example. It is important to ensure that pins connecting to polysilicon gate inputs are spaced appropriately to allow accessibility on metal layers.
The same conditions apply when we need to route a set of trails. For example, a pair of vertically adjacent trails in a cluster typically represent NMOS and PMOS devices sharing some poly gates; choosing the placement so that poly gates can both align and escape to metal is critical. A pair of horizontally adjacent trails typically represent same-type MOS devices that may be able to share diffusion and merge. Again, the critical routability issue is ensuring enough tracks so that internal sub-nets can connect to these devices, while not compromising any polysilicon gate alignments.
Our first step in generating cluster layout options is to match the 
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cluster circuit structure with patterns in the circuit structure library.
As described earlier, this gives us the various feasible combinations of transistors to produce easily routable trails. Each of those trail formations then offers us layout alternatives for the cluster. We note here that while some small gates (like NAND, NOR) map one-toone to essential clusters, other small gates (like AND, OR) and larger gates (like AOI, OAI) map to a handful of essential clusters. Relative geometric locations are then assigned to these trails while respecting shape-level routability issues we just discussed. This is then combined with transistor-size information. For big transistors, various fingering options can be incorporated. This can result in a richer set of cluster layout options, thereby supporting dynamic folding during local placement optimization.
Inter-Cluster Optimizations
Allowing adjacent clusters to merge, i.e., to share diffusion in the N-or P-type device rows, is a simple but remarkably powerful optimization. In particular, it is a local optimization that is amplified when we scale to thousands of devices. We illustrate this with a simple example. Figure 8 ( Notice the saving in area, even for a single inter-cluster merge, by choosing the best layout option. Also note that all merges we consider between neighboring clusters satisfy the detailed routability conditions: the resulting dense layout must have enough space within, to accommodate all internal sub-nets and enough space for external nets to escape out.
At block-level, these layouts are also subject to global routing congestion. This is irrespective of whether the layout was generated using standard cells or at transistor-level. We address this next.
3 Global Routability
In order to estimate global routing congestion after global placement, we replace each net with its simple Steiner representation. We then calculate the wiring demand at various locations in the layout using a coarse global routing grid. In regions that are heavily congested, we provide some relief by introducing extra vertical routing tracks while we consider inter-cluster neighbor merges in that region. This makes sense because ultimately the pin locations of the trails constrain global nets. The farther they are spaced, more the availability of routing tracks. Horizontal routing tracks are also introduced by adjusting row-spacings.
In the next subsection, we present a linear-time heuristic to find the best inter-cluster merges considering all possible layout options for each uncommitted cluster in the context of global and detailed routability.
Local Placement Optimization
We present here a heuristic row-based optimization that traverses each row from left to right while finding the best cluster layout option for an uncommitted cluster, given the best layout o p tion for the neighboring (left) cluster. Formally, the best layout o p FIGURE 9. Local Placement Optimization tion for cluster i+l is given by:
where Si is the set of all layout options for cluster j , MinWidthj is the minimum row layout width up to cluster j . BestMerge(L,R) is the densest layout generated by merging layout option R to the right of layout option L. Let P be the set of all trails belonging to layout o p tion R that interact with L. Let D i m p be the left-boundary of the diffusion region belonging to trail p ( p E P) and let PinXp be the location of the left-most pin belonging top. 
where AlignP is the set of trails that needs to be aligned.
BestMerge thus computes the left-most positions for all trails belonging to layout Option R while satisfying polysilicon alignment and routability constraints. Note that in regions that are global-routing congested, Constraint B dominates whereas Constraint A dominates in other regions resulting in dense inter-cluster merges. This local row-based optimization is illustrated in Fig. 9 . The overall algorithm optimizes each row in the layout by traversing from bottom to top, left to right. At the end of processing every row, we update all global nets that were affected. This lets us use the most recent information while accounting for global congestion. During this process, inter-row spacing is introduced to satisfy horizontal global routing demand. The current implementation is greedy, but is very effective and very fast. (A more expensive dynamic programming approach, in the style of [9] is one obvious extension here; another would be to iterate multiple passes through the complete row-based local opti- 
Routing
To complete our flow, we have integrated the Cadence ICCraftsman router [29] at the back-end. We route the power nets, intra-cluster and inter-cluster nets, in this order. In the next section, we present our experimental setup and results comparing fully routed layouts generated using our tool with those generated using a standard Cadence cell-based flow.
Experimental Results
We have implemented these ideas in a tool called TrailBlazer. Before we present our detailed experimental setup and results, we take a quick look at a simple example result illustrating various algorithmic aspects of our flow.
Simple Layout Example
We describe here the results obtained for a simple benchmark, the circuit 4 3 2 from [28] . To create a suitable netlist for us, we resynthesize c432 onto a simple target cell library that comprises IN- VERT, AND, NAND, OR, NOR gates up to 4 inputs. Assuming standard static CMOS, the circuit structure library has only 7 seriesparallel circuit patterns in it, e.g., the AND gates end up decomposed into a combination of more simple NAND and INVERT patterns. Mapped onto this library, c432 has 191 gates; after flattening it has 836 devices and 456 nets; after essential cluster recognition it has 206 clusters which are what we place in our global placer. The technology is 0.35um HP CMOS with one poly and 3 metal layers.
Placement (global and detailed) requires 3 minutes; detail routing takes another 20 minutes. Figure 10 shows congestion after both global and detailed placement, estimated at each point as the number of net bounding boxes that overlap that point. Detailed placement reduces the width of the overall layout, without compromising overall congestion. 
Layout Comparison Experiments
To quantify the potential advantages of transistor-based layout versus standard cells, we ran a series of logic netlists using our flow, and a standard Cadence Silicon Ensemble (SE) flow [29] .We start with a logic description (in BLIF format) which is compiled into a functional schematic (in NETBLIF format) using logic synthesis (SIS [24] ). We used several standard LGSynth91 benchmarks from [28] . The synthesis target library is again the simple INVERT/ AND/NAND/OR/NOR library from the previous section. It is worth noting that a new and opeh question is the correct choice for this intermediate library: in our flow it serves as a means to coerce synthesis to produce a netlist that uses "good" device-level smctures. Larger groupings for devices are discovered during detailed placement. On the other hand, for the standard cell design, this is the set of placeable objects. For the most direct comparison, we use the same synthesized gate-level netlist for each layout, but flatten it to transistors for our own layout flow. However, we do ensure that all device sizes are the same for the both the transistor-level and standard cell layouts.
The technology is again HP 0.35um, and we used an existing cell library. There are four available routing layers. Poly is only used for gate-inmt connections. Metall is allowed to route in either direction, but Me-tal2 is mostly vertical and Metal3 mostly horizontal. In our first set of experiments, we try to normalize away the effects of standard cell placement and routing and focus on the lowest-level optimizations we do for the transistor layout. We fix the height of our device rows to be the same as the standard cells, and fix their pitch at the rule-legal minimum. We then fix the overall heights of both the transistor and standard cell layouts to be equal. We describe each benchmark, and compare total area of final routed layouts, in Table 1 . Note that we also compare against an absolute lower bound--the sum of the areas of the individual standard cells in the cell layout. Note that our layouts are 10-25% better than this absolute lower bound this is because detailed placement allows clusters to overlap. We are also 19-29% better than the densest layouts generated using Silicon Ensemble (set to 99% row utilization, i.e., maximum placement density).
In our second set of experiments, we lay out a set of more difficult benchmarks that require more attention to routing congestion. To begin, we place our transistor-level netlists using TrailBlazer and then route them in Cadence. We then fix the height of the cellbased layout to be the same as our successful device-level layout.
We adjusted percent row utilization in Silicon Ensemble until the cell layouts were just fully routable. Table 2 shows the results of this experiment. We note again that the transistor-level layouts are from 16% to 27% smaller than the comparable cell layout. The detailed placement optimization carefully allocates both intra-row wiring space and inter-row wiring space, and correlates quite well with the space required to actually complete the routing. We find empirically that with these routing optimizations disabled, it is impossible to create routable transistor-level layouts. The layouts were also generated in reasonable time. The largest benchmark with 3256 transistors took about 9 minutes to place and another 30 minutes to route on a desktop workstation.
Conclusions
We presented a novel transistor-level layout flow, for blocks of combinational logic up to a few thousand transistors in size. The key algorithmic innovations are early identification of essential diffusionmerged MOS device clusters, but deferred binding of clusters to a specific shape-level layout until the very end of placement. A commercial router completes the flow. Experiments comparing to a commercial standard cell-level layout flow show that, when flattened to transistors, our tool consistently achieves 100% routed layouts that average 23% less area. Our approach shows that a good divide-andconquer attack need not handicap the shape-level optimizations that have always been the distinguishing features of the best custom device-level layouts. Our emphasis on recognized circuit clusters means that natural groups of a few connected devices always have the optimal geometric arrangement. Global placement using only these clusters reduces the complexky of the problem. Detailed placement focusing on intra-cluster alternatives and inter-cluster merges allows us to do crucial shape-level optimizations, but scale to large netlists.
Our current work is focused on adding a timing-driven compo- 
